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The stronger dollar and rising interest rates do not normally
bode well for most commodities, but it is the stock market
that is taking the biggest hit right now. This report focuses in
on commodity spreads, the easing of the Plains wheat
drought, and potential corn planting delays and more. Using
spreads in this crazy global, chaotic, environment can often
mitigate commodity trading risks… similar to shorting
out-of-the-money call options in order to preserve profits in your
stock portfolio.

In this Report:

Video: What are commodity spreads?

A look at historical May commodity spreads

Extreme global weather continues

Wet Midwest Weather and a look at the big spring
1993 and 2008 bull markets in corn

How I called the easing of the Plains wheat drought
quite early, but market could rally back due to
upcoming crop ratings

Wet Australian weather



What are commodity spreads? (VIDEO)

CLICK HERE to watch above video about using commodity
spreads to hedge risk

https://youtu.be/aEVo80sMCWg
https://youtu.be/aEVo80sMCWg


A look at historical May wheat spreads

Source: Moore Research Center

Above are some historically popular spreads for the month
of May. Many of these are not weather-related for the moment.
The spread that has the most weather in it has been in July KC
wheat vs. July CBOT wheat.



Notice how, for 15 years in a row, some of the spreads (e.g.,
soybeans and gasoline-vs.-crude oil) have worked every time.
While there is no guarantee these trends will continue, gasoline
prices outperforming crude, for example, would get more of a
boost if the Russia-Ukraine war continues.



Globally, the situation with diesel, crude oil and heating oil will
greatly affect these energy spreads in the weeks to come.



Extreme global weather continues

Flooding in the deep southern U.S., record April snows a week or
two ago for the Dakotas, a recent one-in-20 years for South
American grains, a near-record U.S. tornado season, record India
heat, and the mega-drought out West. These are just a few of the
many weather extremes. Some of these will have important
implications for commodities in the weeks and months ahead.

For example, even though the Indian heatwave is lower than their
wheat crop, it is India’s sugar, cotton, and other crops whose
weather will have an important summer and fall impact. By the
way, record April heat in India does NOT necessarily mean a
terrible monsoon and higher sugar prices. I will discuss more of
this in due time.



Click Here for Tornado Video–Just incredible what happened last
weekend.

https://youtu.be/GYi47hGZ3a8
https://youtu.be/GYi47hGZ3a8


Parts of India recorded their highest average temperatures
on record in April, and the scorching weather is expected to
stretch into May, authorities said on Saturday.



India and neighboring Pakistan have been suffering from extreme
heatwaves this year, melting pavements, forcing school closures,
and triggering health and fire alerts.

Northwest and central India recorded average maximum
temperatures of 35.9°C and 37.78°C (96.6°F and 100°F)
respectively in April, the Director-General of the Indian
Meteorological Department told reporters.

The western drought has caused Lake Meade, the most
important lake that supplies millions of people with water in the
southwest, to see the lowest water levels since 1971.



Wet Midwest Weather, Cool Soil Temperatures for
Corn Planting and a Look at the 1993 and 2008
problems

Soil temperatures in much of the Midwest have been too cool for
corn planting, especially in the northern Plains where two major
blizzards hit the Dakotas and parts of Minnesota.

The weather patterns look wet for the Midwest well into Mid May.
If it lasts longer than this, than this would potentially be bullish
new crop corn and bearish new crop soybeans. (This might lead
to some farmers to shift acreage allocations.)

For the eastern corn belt, rains are needed after a dry period
recently. In the western and southern belt, tornadoes, severe
weather, and flooding could potentially impact corn yields in parts
of the Dakotas, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, and the
deep south.

It is rare to see a major wet weather grain rally on planting delays,
but it can happen. Most notably was the historic Midwest flooding
in May and June of 1993 and planting delays in late May and
June of 2008.



Below: the great floods along the Illinois and Mississippi
Rivers in June and July 1993





The two commodity charts above show a spring rally is
possible in corn, but often occurs later in May or June from
planting delays. Notice in both cases, however, that grain prices
collapsed later in the summer and into harvest. Why? Normal to
cool July and August weather still helped yields to be above the
trend-line, amazingly enough. The huge late spring rally was a
result of millions of acres flooded out or left unplanted.

Another point is the ongoing heat and drought to Brazil’s second
corn crop. Some rains are on the way, but it is questionable that it
will be sufficient. This had helped old crop July corn rally.



;;

Present soil temperatures are too cool across the Midwest
(chart above)



Corn has been outperforming soybeans since the late March
planting intentions report (chart below)

;





Corn planting delays continue, while drought areas for Plains
wheat shrink (chart below)



TOO COOL AND WET FOR MIDWEST AND DEEP SOUTH
CORN AND COTTON PLANTING (maps below)



The two maps above show the continuation of cooler and wetter
than normal weather for Midwest grain planting for the next two
weeks and the easing of the Plains wheat drought.

The collapse in wheat prices is due to drought easing rains in the
Plains and generally good conditions in Europe. In addition
(Russia-Ukraine war aside), this has helped to drag down corn
prices. Rains are needed in the central and eastern corn belt, so,
currently, there are not yet any MAJOR weather problems for a
large area of U.S. corn. Therefore, there has been some
profit-taking at these high prices.



How I called the easing of the Plains wheat
drought quite early

The wheat market can watch weather and crop conditions, not
only in the Plains, and Midwest but also in Europe and Russia.
This can be a ton to follow and to try and gauge. However, the big
news stories of late have of course been the Plains drought and
the Russia-Ukraine war with concerns about less exportable
wheat.



Wheat prices collapsed on Friday and early Monday. Those of
you who saw my quick update Friday may have profited before
the major collapse in prices a few hours later. Look for wheat
prices to possibly be higher Monday evening on another friendly
weekly crop condition report, due to recent dryness.

However, big-time rains up to 2-4″ in parts of the Plains this week
should mean that modest rallies can be shorted in wheat, in my
opinion. The one caveat is still the war and also whether flooding
in the Midwest may eventually damage the CBOT soft red wheat
crops in parts of Illinois and the deep south.

Climate Predict shows my forecast a week ago before the
mini-collapse in wheat. Last Monday’s prediction that the drought
would ease in the Plains and wet Midwest was based on a similar
La Niña event, a negative Arctic Oscillation Index that resulted in
a cool April, and also a negative PDO index.



You can see how models turned a lot wetter like I expected for the
Midwest and Plains over the next 1-2 weeks.



Rainfall projections in inches, next 2 weeks



Quick Look at Australian Weather
La Niña and the Indian Dipole going neutral to negative means
above normal rainfall and even some flooding in some areas the
next week or two. This has sort of been a long-term trend since
last fall in some areas. Cool, wet weather will be the rule for next
week or two.




